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In this paper we present the process algebra HAL (Herbrand agent language) first introduced in 
(Belmesk et al., 1991). We then propose a modal proof system for HAL without value passing, and 
prove its correctness and completeness. 
Introduction 
In the framework of formal specification and verification of concurrent programs, 
modal and temporal logic has been intensively used during the last few years. Indeed it 
is a powerful tool to express and to verify a wide spectrum of properties of concurrent 
programs. However, this formalism has been severely criticized for being global, 
nonmodular and noncompositional. By that, we mean that in order to formulate and 
verify a temporal property, we must consider the entire program. Actually, to date 
there has been no natural way by which temporal specifications that are derived 
separately for programs p and g could be combined into a temporal specification for 
their parallel composition, since it is hard to conceive an operator, say * in logic, such 
that if p satisfies A and q satisfies B then p II q satisfies A *B. 
Consequently, even if the temporal logic provides a most useful specification tool, 
and the “model checking” technique provides a rigorous verification of an existing 
program, they both offer very little support when dealing with dynamic topology 
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networks. For this reason, a central activity in successfully applying modal and 
temporal logic to the development and verification of concurrent programs is some- 
how to obtain compositionality [ll, 12, 18, 19, 221. To solve this problem we have 
introduced a new semantic relation named the relativized semantic relation. This 
strategy has been explored by C. Stirling for building complete modal proof systems 
for SCCS and CCS. 
This paper describes the confrontation of this strategy against the process algebra 
HAL already defined in [3]. HAL is a process algebra where processes (called Agents) 
are built by means of process combining operators. This approach is classical. 
However, HAL differs from CCS, SCCS and all other algebras such as ACP[4] and 
LOTOS [S] by using unification for communication and by having a special operator 
for connecting two processes. Furthermore, the concurrency in HAL includes, in 
addition to arbitrary interleaving, the possibility of simultaneous execution. This 
semantics is known as the “step semantics” [20]. 
The paper consists of five sections. The first contains some preliminaries describing 
and relating Hennessy-Milner logic and bisimulation equivalence. Section 2 presents 
the subset of the process algebra HAL. In Section 3, we give an operational semantics 
for HAL without value passing. Section 4 gives two proof systems: Sysr and Sys, Sys, 
is a proof system for a subset of HAL where the restriction and connection operators 
are not considered. Sys, extends Sys, by treating the remaining operators. In Section 
5, we give a proof of the completeness of Sys, and Sys,. Comparison with related 
work and further remarks are given in the last section of the paper. 
1. Transition systems, bisimulation and Hennessy-Milner logic 
1 .I. Transition systems and bisimulation 
The work presented in this paper follows up the line of defining processes, concur- 
rent or nondeterministic, by the set of experiments they offer to an observer. We use 
the model of labelled transition systems, which is a simple model of nondeterminism 
based on the primitive notion of state and transition. The simple notion of labelled 
transition systems has proved to be a very good model for operational semantics of 
programming languages [ 151. 
Definition 1.1 (Lube/led transition system). A labelled transition system is a structure 
T=(P, Act, -) where p is a set of states or processes, Act is a set of actions and 
-+ G P x Act x P is the transition relation. 
For (p, a, q)E+, we shall write p 5 q, which may be interpreted as indicating that in 
state p the system may perform an a action and in so doing evolve to a state q. 
A transition system is finitely branching provided that for each aEAct the set 
{q:p -5 q} is finite. 
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Hennessy and Milner propose that two processes (programs) should be equivalent 
(have the same meaning) when no amount of finite experimentation distinguishes 
them. A formal criterion, observational equivalence [13], is proffered which is the 
same as bisimulation equivalence when T is finitely branching. 
Definition 1.2 (Bisimulation relafion). A binary relation R on P is a bisimulation iff 
whenever p R q and aEAct then 
(1) Vu,V’rp~tr~3sq~tandrRs, 
(2) Va, V’s 4% + 3rp:rRs. 
A binary relation R is a bisimulation on T if it has the property given in this definition 
(the identity relation, for instance, is a bisimulation). Such relations give rise to 
a natural equivalence bisimulation (denoted e) on processes in T. 
Proposition 1.3. e is an equivalence relation on P. 
Proof. tf is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. The proof of these properties follows 
easily from the definition of bisimulation. 0 
Definition 1.4 (Observational equivalence). A binary relation = on P is called observa- 
tional equivalence iff 
P-oq 
p =n+lq 8 
(1) p~rr~sq~sandr=,s 
(2) q~ss~rp~randr-,s 
p = q iff p Enq Vn30. 
Proposition 1.5. = is an equivalence relation on P. 
Proof. As bisimulation. C 
Theorem 1.6 (Bisimulation and observational equivalence). If T is a finite branching 
transition system then p = q - p”q [7]. 
Remark. A more discriminating view of concurrent systems than that offered by 
interleaving semantics is obtained by modelling concurrency as either arbitrary 
interleaving or simultaneous execution. Step semantics are defined by generalizing the 
single action transitions p f+ q from Definition 1.2 of the form p 5 q, where e is 
a multiset over Act, representing actions occurring concurrently. In particular, we 
allow actions to occur concurrently with themselves. 
This view is taken in calculi like SCCS [14], MEIJE Cl], FP2 and HAL. Using this 
new kind of transition, we obtain step bisimulation equivalence, denoted zstep, 
exactly as the corresponding interleaving bisimulation equivalence. 
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1.2. HennessyMilner logic 
Hennessy and Milner have introduced a modal logic (HML) in [7]. We consider 
a negation-free version of HML. 
Definition 2.7 (Sqjntax of HML). The set L HM,_ of HML formulas is given by the 
following grammar: 
A, B ::= Tr 1 Fal 1 A v I3 1 A A B 1 (a)A 1 [a] A V’aEAct 
Definition 1.8 (Semantics of HA4L). Let T=( P, Act, -) be a transition system and 
L HML the language of HML formulas. If I= denotes the satisfaction relation which is 
defined between processes and formulas, I= G P x L is the least relation such that 
p + Tr: V~EP 
p /= Fal: Never 
p + AvB iff p/=Aorp/=B 
p I= AAB iff pl=AandpI=B 
p + (a),4 iff 3p such that p:q and q/=A 
p + [a].4 iff Vp: p5q implies ql=A 
1.3. HML equiaalence and bisimulution equivalence 
When using temporal logic to reason about parallel or nondeterministic programs, 
investigations of logic adequacy with the semantics one considers for its (parallel) 
programs is a general prerequisite. Basically, the logic should not be able to distin- 
guish two programs that we want to consider semantically equivalent, or more 
formally, 
using =s to denote a semantics equivalence and ‘v 1 to denote a logic equivalence. 
Let us write 
Th(p)={A:pI=A}, so p Eiq * Th(p)=Th(q). 
HML is expressively rich. In effect, Hennessy and Milner [7] prove the following 
characterisation theorem. 
Theorem 1.9 (Comparing HML and e). If’ T is jnite branching then: p ~HML q 
- p-4. 
Definition 1.10 (The modal height of a formula). The modal height of a formula is 
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formally defined as a function m: LHML + N: 
m(Tr)=m(Fal)=O, 
m(A A B)=m(A v B)=max(m(A),nz(B)), 
m((a)A)=m([a]A)=l+m(A). 
Remark. We can stratify LHML according to the modal height: V’ngN 
HML,={AsHML: m(A)<rz}, 
HML, G HMLl G ... s HMLi G .... 
So HML=UnaoHML,. 
Lemma 1.11. Let p and q be t\vo processes; then p = n q - p 2 HML, q. 
Theorem 1.12. Let p and q be two processes; then p = q 0 p 2: HML q. 
The proofs of Lemma 1.11 and Theorem 1.12 are omitted. 
2. The process algebra HAL 
HAL is a process algebra where processes (called agents) are built by means of 
process-combining operators. This approach is classical: CSP [S], CCS [13], ACP 
[4], LOTOS [S], FP2 [9] are examples of process algebras. However, HAL differs 
from these algebras by using unification to generalize the classical notion of commun- 
ication by having atomic actions as sets of synchronous communications and by 
having a slightly different set of operators. 
2.1. A tomic actions 
An atomic action performed by a HAL agent is a finite, possibly empty, set of 
synchronous communications. 
Ports: K is a family of port names, which are simply denoted by identifiers. If k is 
a port name, k’ (“k prime”) is also a port name. 
Set qf events: Let k,, k2, . . . , k, be n distinct port names, then (k, , k2, . . . , k,} the set 
of port names denotes an event. The empty set of port names is denoted by T. We 
denote by E the set of events and by e, e, , . an event or an atomic action. 
2.2. Agents 
There are nine operators in the algebra of HAL agents. They are within the agent 
expressions written according to the following grammar, where p and q are agent 
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expressions, e is a set of offers, K is a connector or a set of pairs of port names 
(K=((ki, li): 1 did n >, x is an identifier and L is a set of port names. 
p,q ::= Nil I e.p I p+q I PI/q I pIK4 I prL I P’ I recx.p I x 
Remark. Parentheses can be used within expressions to make it clear to which 
operands the operators apply. HAL agents perform sequences of atomic actions. 
3. Semantics of HAL 
Notation 3.1. Let K be a multiset of pairs of port names, and denote by cp(K) the 
following set of multisets: 
If (a, b)EK then {a, b}cq(K). 
If {ai, bi}Ecp(K) and sEcp(K-{ui, bi}) then {Ui, bi}fsEq(K). 
We denote by + the union of multisets. 
3.1. Operational semantics 
Operationally we define this semantics in terms of transition systems. This opera- 
tional semantics defines the behavior of HAL agents. It induces an equivalence 
relation among agents which is a congruence with respect to the operators of HAL. 
The transition system associated with an agent HAL is a tuple s=(P, E, +, pO), 
where P is a set of agents HAL, E is a set of events (set of offers), 5 is a transition 
relation, and poop. 
Definition 3.2 (The definition qf -). 
p:r 4:;s 
EM ~ 
e.pGp 
Sum, 
p+q:r 
Sum2 
p+q:‘s 
p:r p:r 
Con, 
pB(a,b>l! 5 rU<a, b)l! 
Con, 
pU<a, b>J- e+‘a’b’ r[(a, b)j 
p5r 4% p2r 
e2 
q-+s 
Par, 
P II 4 5 r II 4 
Par2 
Pll4~PllS 
Par3 
pll4- e”e2rIIS 
p5r p[x:=recx.p] :r 
Res 1 
pru3tru 
Ret 
recx.p 5 r 
‘If enrJ=0. 
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4. Compositional modal proof systems 
In this section we propose a proof system for the subset of HAL we consider in this 
paper. To construct this proof system, we proceed in two steps. For this, we subdivide 
the language of processes into two subsets L, and L2. L1 is defined on the signature 
C1 = {Nil, .,+, II, ret) and L2 is defined on the signature C2 = C1 u { [ 1, r }. After this 
we propose two proof systems Sysl and SysZ corresponding to L1 and L2, respective- 
ly. We establish their results of correctness and completeness. 
4.1. The system Sys, 
First, we introduce a new semantic relation denoted /= B (also denoted B, p /= A), 
where p + B A signifies: Vq q I= B a q 11 p + A. Hence, the construction of sound and 
complete modal proof systems results in the proof theoretic relations E and k B 
equivalent to I= and I=B, respectively. The proof rules are reminiscent of the Gentzen 
introduction rules, except that processes are also introduced. The introduction rules 
for the connectives of the propositional logic are classical. 
The introduction rules given above for action prefixing are at the same time 
introduction rules for (e) and [e]: 
e.pt(e)A iffpt-,4 
e.pt[e]A iff pkA 
Their justification is that e.p must evolve to p under any e experiment. 
The restricted introduction rules for the + case depend on the form of A and 
B and are 
p+qt(e)A iff pt(e)A orqt(e)A 
p+qt[e]A iff pk[e]A andpt-[e]A 
The parallel operator is more difficult to treat since, unlike the + case, restricted 
versions which depend on the forms of A and B are inadequate. It is for this reason 
that the relativized semantics has been introduced. Unfortunately, relativizing 
semantics creates problems for the nondeterministic introduction rule. In effect, as 
CCS the following rules are not valid for HAL: 
A,pI= (e)Bor A,qI= <e)B * Ap+ql= (e>B, 
A,p/=[e]Band A,qI=[e]B * A,p+qI= [e]B. 
The solution we use, suggested by C. Stirling, is to extend HML by two new 
connectives, (e) and [e]. Obviously the semantics of the two connectives semantics 
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depends upon the semantics of the parallel operator of HAL, and we define it as 
follows: 
Definition 4.1 (Semantics of the new connectives). 
pllqI= (e>B iff 3qGql such that p/lql I= B or 3p%pp, q 2 q1 such that 
e=e,ke2 and pr l/q1 I= B. 
pllql= CelB iff VqGql pllql I= B and Vpspr Vq2ql such that e=e+e2. 
p1 llqJ=B. A,pI= (c)B iff Vr=A rllp/= (g)B. 
A, P I= Cgl B ‘fyi= A r II P I= [<I B. 
We denote by L the set L,,, u ((e) A} u {[e] A). With this extended HML, we 
successfully treat the + and the I/ operators. 
Thus rests the case of the Ret combinator. The behavior of recx.p is fully deter- 
mined by repeated “unfoldings”. An unfolding of ret x.p is p [ret x.p := x]. The rules 
depend upon the modal height of a formula A, denoted m(A) (see Definition 1.10). If 
pi= A and m(A)=n then A is a property of the evolution of p in response to 
experimenting whose depth is at most n. When p = ret x.q, the guardedness condition 
on x guarantees that A is at most a property of the nth unfolding of p. We can 
therefore appeal to standard approximation techniques. 
When p=recx.q then p” is inductively defined: (recx.p)‘=p and (recx.p)“+‘= 
p[(recx.p)“:=x]. 
From these previous techniques the following Ret rules result: 
pEA iff p”t-A, 
A,pFB iff A,p”l-B. 
In Sys, , we are concerned with a subset of HAL without restriction and connection. 
4.1.1. The proqf sq,stem Sys, 
Ax, ~ 
pETr 
Ax2 
nil t [e] A 
Axa 
A, p b Tr 
Ax, 
Fal, p E B 
2 3 
Ax, 
A, nil k [e] B 
Axe 
el.pkCelB 
Ax, 
- Ce,lA,e2.p~CelB 
VI 
P+A PEB A,PEB Apt-C 
pl-AvB pFAvB A,ptBvC A,pt-BBC 
A,pEC B,pFC 
A v B,pl-C 
*If e, # e. 
’ If e, + e, # e and e2 # e. 
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AI PF-A PEB A,Pt-- B,pkC A,pFB A,pFC 
pFAr\B A r\B,pkC A A B,pl-C A,pkB A c 
<e>I 
PEA A,pk(e)B A3pt-B 
e.pt-(e)A A,pE<e)B (e)A,pE (e)B 
A,PEB A,PEB 
4 
<!>I 
A, e.p E (g> B (el)A3e2.pt(e)B 
Gel 1 
PEA [e]D A E,pt[e]B D,pkB 
e.pF [e] A Gel D A 5 P k lel B 
pJ1 
A,pFB C,pt-B A,pFB 5 
A A [r] C, e.p t- [e] B Ce11A,e2.ptCelB 
+I(( >) 
PE (e)A qk<e)A A>pE(e)B A> q k (c)B 
p+qk (e)A p+qE (e>A A,p+qE<e)B A, p+q t-- (e> B 
+I(Cl) 
PE CelA qE CelA A,P~MC~~ A,qEuB 
p+qECelA A>p+qt-m 
ret I 
(recx.p)“‘A)t- A A, (recx.p)“‘A)l- B 
ret x.p k A A,recx.pFB 
II 1 
pkA A,qFB pFA A,qFB A,pFB B,qEC 
P II 4 t-- B 4llPl-B A> P II 4 E C 
A,ptB B,qkC’ A, p t- B B, q k [e] C A, q t D D, P k Gel C 
A 4 II P E C’ A,pIlq+CelC 
Example 4.2. {a, b).nil 11 (c)nil t- ((a, b, c})Tr 
Ax, ~ 
nil F Tr 
(14 hS)I 
{a,b}nil~({a,b})Tr 
Ax, 
Tr, nil F Tr 
II 1 (a, b}. nil II {c} nil k ( {a, b, c} ) Tr 
5e=elke, and e, #T. 
61f C is not of the form [c]B 
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4.1.2. Correctness and completeness of Sys, 
Theorem 4.3 (Correctness of Sys,). The proof system Sys, is correct, that is, 
(i) ifp I- A then pi= A, 
(ii) ifA,pFB then A,p/=B 
Proof. The proof is standard. 0 
Theorem 4.4 (Completeness of Sys,). The proof system Sys, is complete, that is, 
(i) ifpkA then PI---A 
(ii) if BE&~ and A,pI= B then 3C such that ICl=IA and C,qkB. 
4.2. The proof system Sys, 
The previous approach cannot naturally be extended to connection since 
(p 11 q)[K] [U is not bisimilar to (p [K] r U jl q) [K] [U. 
Example 4.5. p={a}Nil+{b}.Nil, q={c}.Nil, K={(a,c)}, U=(a,c>. In fact 
(p11q) [K~rU={b}Nil+rNil but (p[[KnrUllq)~KIjrU={b}Nil. 
To solve this problem we introduce the following more generalized semantic relations: 
(1) ‘4BI= K,uc iffw= .4 w=mlIq)i[Ww= c 
(2) AI=..,C iff VpI= A p[KnruI= c 
(3) Pl=K,” c iff p[KnrUI= c 
Remark. The introduction of three proof relations which coincide with the previous 
semantic relations gives us a complete proof system Sys2. 
4.2.1. The proof system Sys, 
AXI 
PkK,uTr 
Ax2 
nilE,,,[e]A AX3 A, B EK, U Tr 
Ax, 
el,~,,“CelB AX5 Fal A I-,, U B Axe A, Fal EK, U B 
8 
AX7 [elIA, [ez]BEK,U[e]C Ax8 A t-K,UTr Ax9 Fal kK, u B 
9 
Ax1o CellA kK.u[IelB 
‘If e, #e_+s for all SEcp(K) or enU=@. 
81f(eZ#e~sande,#e+sande,+e,#e+s)orenU#~0. 
9 Same as footnote 8. 
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VI 
PtK,“A PFK,"B AFK,LiC 
PFK,“A v B pFK,“AvB AtK,“CvB 
A kK,"B AUK,"& C~K,UB A, Bf-K,"C 
A k-_K,“B V c A V C,-K,“B A, BFK,“C V D 
A, B~-,,uD A> B tK, u c D,BEK,o.~ At B~K,” c A,D~-K,IIC 
A, B k-K,” C v D Av D,Bk-,,“C A,BvDk-,,“C 
r\I P~K,UA P~K,uB A~K,uB A~K,uC A ~K,uB 
PEK,uAAB AFK,“B A C A A Cb--,,“B 
AEK,.B A,BFK," c A,Bk,,"D A, BkK,"c 
CA AFK,“B A,BFK,“C/\ D Ar\D,BEK,“C 
A B kK, u c A,B~-K,uC A, B t-.K, u C 
A,Br\DFK,“C DA A,BFK,“C A,DABFK,“C 
rI P~fcrv,uuv12 ret I recx.pt,,“A 
PwKd (ret x.p)“‘A’ kK,” A 
+I 
Pk.K,“(e)A PkK,“CelA 4EK,“[elA 
P+qkK,u(e)A P+qEK,u[elA 
A~K,uB 
(e)l (e)AF,,,(e--s)B 
A,Bi-,,“C l3 
A, <e)BFK,"(e-s)C 
A, B kK, u c 14 A,B~K."C 15 
(e)A,B~K."(e--s)C (e,)A,(ez)B~K."(e,~e,-s)C 
A FK,CJB 
Cell [e] k_K,“[e-s]B 
A,B’FC B,A’l-C Bi,B’iEC 
[e]BA~\,[eli]Bi,[e]B’A~\,[e2ilB:A b[elC 
II 1 
PEA qk_B A,BFK,“C 
cut 
A,Bt-,,.C CFK',"D 
piiqtK,"C A,B~,+,,,"D 
“If sEcp(K) and (e-s)n U=O. 
I1 If SEcp(K). 
” Remark: Kr V represents connections where actions of V do not participate 
l3 Same as footnote 10. 
I4 Same as footnote 10. 
151f s~cp(K) and (e, +ez)nU=O. 
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Example4.6. {a,6}.nil~/{c}nil~~~(,,,.~~,~,,,.~(h)Tr 
AXI 
nil k{cO, c)). iu, c) Tr 
AXI 
nil ~-((a.C):.{a,C:Tr 
4.2.2. Correctness and completeness of Sys, 
Theorem 4.7 (Correctness of Sysz). The proof system Sys, is correct i.e., 
(9 if p EK, u B then p I= K, u B, 
(ii) if A, B kK, u C then A, B kK, u C. 
Proof. Omitted. 
Theorem 4.8 (Completeness of Sys,). The proof system Sys, is complete, i.e. 
if~l=~,uB then PEK,uC. 
Proof. See Section 5. 
5. Proofs of completeness of Sys, and Sys, 
5.1. Proof of completeness of Sys, 
The proof of completeness needs the following lemmas and proposition which are 
proved in [6]. 
Lemma 5.1. Zf p 11 q + A then there exist C such that p I= C and C, q I= A. 
Proposition 5.2. For a given A the set %(A) = { V(p, q, A) p (= C and C, q I= A } is finite. 
Lemma 5.3. If A, p I/ q I= B and B not of the form [e] C then there exist D such that _ 
A,pI= D and D,qI= B. 
Lemma 5.4. Zf A, p I/ q b [e] B then there exist Dl, 02 such that - 
CL q I= Dl Dl, q I= CelB. 
C2,pI= 02 02, q/= [e]B. 
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Lemma 5.5. (i) If ret x.p /= A then there exist n suck that (ret x.p)” I= A. 
(ii) lf A, recx.p I= B then there exist n suck that A, (ret x.p)” I= B. 
The proof of Theorem 4.8 is very technical. In fact it can be derived from the 
previous lemmas. For the readability of this paper we just illustrate a few cases. For 
the interested reader, the totality of the proof can be found in [6]. 
Case (B=Bl v B2): If A,pI= Bl v B2 then V’rl= A rI(pI= Bl or rllpI= B2. 
We note Rl=(rI= A:r(Ipi= Bl} and R2=(r/= Ar(lp)= B2). 
Let Al =A A VrtRl V(r, p, Bl) and A2=A A VrtRZ%(r, p, 82). We have 
A 1,~ I= Bl and A2, p I= B2. If Al, p I= Bl then by induction hypothesis there exist Dl 
suchthatIAll=IDllandDl,pEBlandby vI,Dl,ptBlvl32.IfA2,p/=B2then 
by induction hypothesis 302 such that ( A2 I = 102 I and 02, p t- B2 and by v I we have 
D2,pl-Bl v B2. By VI, we have Dl v 02,pEBl vB2. 
It remains to show that /A 1 v A21 = /A /. Obviously I A 1 v A2 ( G ( A /. Conversely if 
rElAll then rllp/= B by instance rllpl=Bl thus rI= %(r,p,i?l) and then rElAl\, etc. 
Case (B of tke,form (e)B) unll p=e,.q: Two subcases are possible: either e, =e 
or e, # e. 
Subcase 1 (e, =e): A, e.q + (e)B, =Vr/= A rlle.ql= (e)Bl. By operational 
semantics of the parallel operator: Vrl= A r 11 ql= Bl or 3r 3 r’ r’Ile.qI= Bl or 
3r b r’ r’llq+ Bl. 
We note Rl={rI=A: rllqI=Bl}, R2={rI=A: 3r>rr’: r’j~e.qI=Bl} and 
R3={rI= A: 3r:rr’: r’IIql=Bl} and let be Cl=A~(e)V~~~,??(r,q,Bl), 
C2=A A KERZ ~(r,e.q,B1)andC3=Ar\(e)VreRJ~(r’,q,B1).VreR1~(r,q,B1), 
q I= Bl then by induction hypothesis there exist Dl t such that ID1 I= 
IV reRl%(r,q,B1)l and Dl, qEB1. Then by (e)I, 
Dl e.q t (e)Bl. (1) 
VreR2%‘(r, e.q, Bl), e.ql= Bl then by induction hypothesis there exists 02 such that 
IP2l=Ivm V(r, e.q,Bl)l. By (e)I, (e)D2, e.qF (e)Bl and by A I, we have 
A A (e)D2, e.qF(e)Bl. (2) 
V r~R3 g(r’, q, Bl), q1= B then by induction hypothesis there exist 03 such 
that VreR3 V(r’,q,B)I=lD31. By (e)I we have (x)03, e.qt(e)Bl and by A I, 
A A (T)D~, e.qF(e)B. (3) 
From (l)-(3) and by v I, we have Dl v (A A (e)D2) v (A A (2)03), e.qE(e)Bl. 
IAI=ICl v C2 v C3j=IDl v(A A (e)D2) v (A A (r)D3)1 then C=Dl v(A A 
(e) 02) v (A A (5) 03) is appropriate. 
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Subcase (e, #e): If A,e,.ql= (e)Bl then Vrl= A rllel.ql= (e)Bl. By operational 
semantics of parallel operator, we have: Vr /= A: 3r 2 r’ such that e= e, _t e, and 
r’lJel.q)=B1 or 3r:rr’: r’I/e,.ql=Bl. 
WenoteRl={rl= A:3r ~r’:r’IIe1.qI=B1)andR2={r+,4:3r~rv’:e=e,+e,and 
r’llq+ Bl} and let Cl =A A (e)VrERI%?(r’,e.q,B1) and 
C2=A A Ael ke2=e(e2)VreR2~V, e2.q, Bl). 
we have LRl %(r’, e.q, Bl), e,.q/= Bl. By induction hypothesis, there exist Dl 
such that Dl, el.qF Bl with lVrtRl g((r’, e.q, Bl)l=lDl 1. By (e)I (e)Dl, 
e,.q t (e) Bl and by A I, 
A A (e)Dl,e,.qk(e)Bl. (4) 
V rtR2W(r’, e,.q, Bl), q+ Bl. By induction hypothesis, there exist 02 such that 
lW= lb,,‘rtR2 V(r’,e,.q, Bl)l and D2,qtBl. By (e)I,(ez)D1,el.qk-(e)Bl and 
by A 1, Al fe23?(e2 ) V&2 W(r’, e,.q, Bl), e, .qk (e) Bl and by A I again 
AA (e2)D1,e,.qt-(e)Bl (5) 
From (4) and (5) and by VI, (A~(e)Dl)v(A~(e,)D2),qk(e)Bl.C= 
(A A (e)Dl) v (A A (e,)D2) is appropriate. n 
5.2. Proof qf completeness of Sys, 
The proof needs the following proposition, corollaries and lemmas which are 
proved in [6]. 
Lemma 5.6. For all C, all K and all U there exist C’ suck that for aI p p [K] r U )= C 
ifs p /= C’. 
Corollary 5.7. If A, B J=K+K’, cr C then there exist C’ suck that p bK, U C’ and 
C’ 1=x’, L’C. 
Corollary 5.8. Zf p jl q I= K, U A then there exist B suck that p 11 q I= B and B I= K, U A. 
Lemma 5.9. If ret x. p I= K, U A then there exist n such that (recx.p)” I=K,U A. 
Lemma 5.10 (completeness of A + K,U C). [f A I= K, ,,, C then there exist B such that 
lBl=lAl and Bl-K,UC. 
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Let LHML be the set of HML formulas. NF is a subset of LHML of normal forms and is 
inductively defined. 
D::= C 1 CvD 
C ::= E / G 1 E A G ( Tr 1 Fal 
E ::= (hl)D A (b2)02 A ... A (bn)D 
G ::= [al]Dr\ ... A [un]D ui#ujfor i#j 
Proposition 5.11. If A E LHML , ~BENF such that m(B)dm(A) und lAI=IBI where m(B) 
is the modal height qf B and I BI is the modal of B. 
Proof. Omitted. 0 
We now define a new proof relation II=n on A, B, C where A, BENF and ~~~~~~~ 
D, D’II=K,U A if VCED, VC’ED’: C, C’)I=K.UA 
C, C’ II= K, cr Tr 
C, a=K. u A if C=Fal or C’=Fal 
C, C’ II= K, U A v B if C, C’ I/= K, u A or C, C’ I+ K. r,r B 
C, C’ II= K, u A A B if C, C’ II= K. li A and C, C’ II= K. U B 
C, C’It=K,U (e)BifenU=~andeither(e)DECandD,C’II=K,C,B,either(e)D’EC’ 
and C, D’ II= K, c B, either (el)DlEC and (e2)02EC’ and Dl, D2/l=K,L;B such that 
e=el fe2. 
C, C’lI=K,O[e]B if enU #@ and [u]EEC, [b] E’EC’ either [e]DEC and [e]D’EC’ 
and D, C’II=K,UB and C, D’/+K,Cr B either [el]DEC and [e2]D’EC’ such that 
el ke2=eks and s~cp(K) and D, D’II=K,UC. 
Lemma 5.12. p 11 q (= K. u A+3D, D' such that m(D A D’)bm(A) and p(= Dl, ql= 02 
and Dl, D211=K,L’A. 
Lemma 5.13. D, D’I/=K.liA~D,D’~~,~fA. 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. We prove that if p I= K, cr A then p t,, U A. The proof is done by 
induction on A and p. 
Case (A of the form Tr, Fal, B v C and B A C} : Straightforward. 
Case (A of the form (e) B): induction on p. 
Subcase 1 (p = nil): We never have nil I= K, I: (e) B 
Subcuse 2 (p=e,.q): Then e,=ei:s, where s~cp(K) and ql=K,UB. By induction 
hypothesis qt,,,B and by (e)I,e.qk,,,(e)B. 
Subcuse 3 (p=q+r): Either q+KK.U(e)B or rI=.,,(e)B. Ifq+.,,(e)B then by 
induction hypothesis q t-K. U (e) B and + I, q + Y kK, U (e) B. If q k K, o (e) B then by 
induction hypothesis q EK, U (e) B and by + I, q + r kK. U (e) B. 
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Subcase 4 (p=recx.q): By Lemma 5.9 there exist n such that (recx.q)“I=.,.A. By 
induction hypothesis (ret x. q)” F A and by ret I, ret x. q t,, U A. 
Subcase 5 (p = q 1) r): By Lemma 5.12 there exist Dl and 02 such that q I= Dl Y + 02 
and Dl, 02 I/= C. By induction hypothesis q t- Dl r t 02 and by Lemma 5.13, 
Dl, 02 F A and finally by 11 I, q 1) Y t--K, u A. 
Subcase 6 (p = q [K’ 1): If q [K’n j= K, U A then q I= K u Kz, ,, A. By induction hypothesis 
qEKvK,,uA. BY II Iit q[K’Ij t-,,aA. 
Subcase 7 (p=qrv): If qrVI=K,UA then qrV[K]lrUI= A. Hence 
q[Krvjrurvj= A i.e. q/= ~~fr,,, Uf V A. By induction hypothesis q I-KrV, Uk VA and 
by rr, 4rVtic”A. 
Case (A of the form [e] B): Induction on p. 
Subcase 1 (p=nil): nilF,.,[e]B by Axz. 
Subcase 2 (p=e,.q). If enU#@ then e,.qF,,.[e]B by Ax, else e,=eks for 
s~cp(K) and ql= K.UB. By induction hypothesis, qt--K,uB and by .I, el.qt,,,[e]B. 
Subcase 3 (p=q+r): ql=K,C,[e]B and r I= K, U [e] B. By induction hypothesis 
qt,..[e]B and rk,.,[e]B. By +I, q+rt,.,[e]B. 
Subcase 4 (p=recx.q): Similar to subcase 4 of A=(e)B. 
Subcase 5 : (p = q /I r): By Corollary 5.8 there exist C such that q )I r I= C and C I= K, U A. 
By Lemma 5.12, there exist Dl, 02 such that m(D1 A D2)6m(A) and q+ Dl and 
r + D and Dl, 02 I= A. By induction hypothesis, q t- Dl and r k 02 and by Lemma 
5.12,D1,D2tC.ByLemma5.10,C~-,,~~A.Bythecutrule,D1,D2~,,,Aandfinally 
by I/ 1, q /I r EK. c A. 
The subcases 6 and 7 for A of the form [e] B are treated exactly as the subcases 6 and 
7 for A of the form (e) B. C 
Conclusion, related work and future work 
The problem of compositionality of modal assertions has been successfully dealt 
with by Stirling [lS, 19, 201 and Winskel [21] who both give sound and complete 
compositional modal proof systems for CCS and SCCS. Here, we have shown, that 
the Stirling strategy can be successfully applied for the HAL process algebra. The 
proof system obtained for this algebra naturally looks like a CCS proof system and an 
SCCS system. It obviously differs from some axioms and rules. However, we have not 
treated the all-algebra HAL since value-passing is omitted. The modal proof system 
proposed in this paper remains valid when we consider value-passing without infinite 
branching. This is possible if we reduce the unification to the filtrage. 
On the other hand, while the important question of compositionality is solved by 
this approach, it is still important to extend the results to more expressive logics. 
Work in this direction has already been done by Kim G. Larsen. In [lo, 111, Larsen 
proposes a complete proof system for HML with recursion, in the spirit of those of 
C. Stirling and G. Winskel except that no structure on the processes is assumed. 
In future work it would be interesting to combine compositionality with more 
expressive logics than HML. 
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